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OUR Magazine
SP ’s Land Forces
The only dedicated Land Forces magazine for
Armies across Asia-Pacific
Realising the urgent need for a publication dedicated
specifically to the army, SP’s Land Forces was
launched in February 2004. Inaugurated by the then
Indian Defence Minister, George Fernandes, the
bi-monthly (6 issues a year) earned wide acclaim
for its extensive updates, incisive analysis, diverse
perspectives on contemporary issues, in-depth
interviews and expert views. It became a preferred
read among the Indian Army top brass. The contents
written by noted defence writers from India and abroad
covered varied topics, including the latest global
developments in weapon systems and technologies
and security issues. Editorial thrust of the journal,
largely India-centric to begin with expanded with every
subsequent issue.

In a country like India with limited
support from the industry and
market, initiating 50 years ago
(in 1964) publishing magazines
relating to Army, Navy and Aviation
sectors without any interruption is
a commendable job on the part of
SP Guide Publications. By this, SP
Guide Publications has established
the fact that continuing quality work
in any field would result in success.
— Narendra Modi,
Hon’ble Prime Minister of India

OUR Market
Across the board, armies in Asia are looking to
transform with upgrades or fresh acquisitions.
Whilst new acquisitions are key, this modernisation
of Asian forces will see large investments in soldier
modernisation, unmanned systems, future artillery
and armoured vehicles, etc. With rising defence
budgets and modernisation options, Asian and
Middle East countries are taking the lead in the
procurement of mechanised ground forces, ISR
capabilities and support fire platforms and are
optimising their increased budgets in the acquisition
and upgrading of infantry, armour, artillery and
unmanned platforms and technologies.
SP’s Land Forces with Asia-Pacific distribution
fills this requirement for a dedicated source of
relevant information for Army professionals in the
Asia-Pacific region.

www.spslandforces.com
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>> EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

IN THIS ISSUE
PAGE 4
More Muscle for Artillery
The Army is currently in the process of
inducting 145 x M777 Ultra Lightweight
Howitzers from BAE Systems at a cost of
about $750 million. K9 Vajra-T 155 mm/52
calibre tracked self-propelled gun system
is also under induction. Developed by L&T
in conjunction Hanwa Tech Win of Republic
of Korea, the K9 VAJRA-T is a variant of K9
Thunder capable of withstanding 14.5 mm
armour piercing rounds.
Lt General P.C. Katoch (Retd)

Lt General Naresh Chand (Retd), Senior
Technical Editor, SP’s Land Forces in
an exclusive interview with Lt General
P.K. Srivastava, Director General of
Artillery, who spoke comprehensively
on artillery’s modernisation programme
and challenges thereof

PAGE 10
Role of Technology in
Law Enforcement

‘Artillery Rationalisation Plan was first
perceived in the year 2000 wherein,
medium guns with 155mm calibre were
made the standard gun system’

Remarkable new digital technologies
are transforming the ways police protect
and serve, allowing agencies to prevent
crimes more effectively and solve crimes
faster. There is need for keeping pace with
technologies that assist law enforcement
globally and adopt them, as suited to Indian
environment.
Lt General P.C. Katoch (Retd)

Interview continued on page 3...

PAGE 11
Operation Madad –
Indian Army’s ‘Madad’ to Kerala
True to its tradition of service before self,
Indian Army during the Kerala floods,
selflessly provided the much needed relief
Rohit Srivastava

>> SPECIAL FEATURE
PHOTOGRAPH: MoD, India

PAGE 12
Image Intensifiers — The Key to Night Vision
Image intensification is the basis of night
vision thus an image intensifier is a device
for increasing the intensity of existing light
in the environment for an optical system to
enable to operate in low-light conditions.

The recent initiative by the
Army Chief to right size
and restructure the Indian
Army is an exigent and
laudable initiative, writes
Lt General A.B. Shivane
(Retd)

Lt General Naresh Chand (Retd)
PAGE 14
Indo-US 2+2 Dialogue
Discussions were wide ranging covering the
geopolitical and geostrategic developments
including in the Korean Peninsula and the
Af-Pak region. Pompeo emphasized that “all
countries in Asia and south-east Asia can
benefit from a free and fair Indo-Pacific and
that will be our priority.”
Lt General P.C. Katoch (Retd)
PLUS
Indian Army on an Exercise Spree
News in Brief

Linking Force Sizing Decisions to
Future Capability Outcomes

13
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This modernisation in a dynamic security environment including
conventional and non-conventional theatre requires all land
forces professionals to keep themselves regularly updated on
the changing conditions.
SP’s Land Forces will fill this huge requirement by
covering changes in strategic/doctrinal viewpoints; rise in
sub-conventional warfare and how this is driving changing
requirements and capabilities for the soldier; overview, updates
and developments from all Asian and Middle East countries;
technical advancements in C4I, power, ballistic and armour
protection, lightening the load and lethality; challenges and
possible solutions with best practices; and other relevant
information.

PHOTOGRAPH: Indian Army
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Increasingly capable
combat and reconnaisUAVs, both in the
sance roles, are
carving their own
niche.
Lt General V.K.
Kapoor (Retd)
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Turning Night
into Day:
Systems and Programm Electro-optical
es
The EO sighting
systems will provide
weather surveillan
all
ce and targeting
for small arms,
sights
armoured fighting
(AFVs), artillery
vehicles
guns and missile
systems.
Lt General Naresh
Chand (Retd)
PAGE 11
Selection of Small
Arms
In last two months,
India has re-started
process of replacing
the
its arsenal of small
arms, however
going by past
experience,
replacemants
on the ground
seem distant.
Rohit Srivastav
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Army Combat
Capabilities Curtailed
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despite
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Katoch (Retd)
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